NPHA 2018 HORSEMANSHIP YOUTH 13 & UNDER, YOUTH 14 TO 18, AMATEUR, SELECT
AMATEUR
Be ready at A
1.

Lope on left lead past second
marker
2. Stop and perform a 1 ¾ turn to
the left
3. Immediately after turn, lope
on left lead to marker
4.
Break to jog
5.
Jog square with speed
6.
Complete square and stop
7.
Execute a 1 ¼ turn right
8.
Lope to fourth marker on
right lead
9.
Stop and back one horse
length
10.
Exit arena

HUNT SEAT EQUITATION – SENIOR YOUTH, AMATEUR AND AMATEUR SELECT
Be ready at A
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

Walk two horse lengths
from A
Sitting trot to B
Canter a circle to the
right at B
Posting trot on left
diagonal to C
Stop at C and perform a
270 degree on the
forehand to the left
Canter on the left lead to
and around D
When even with B, begin
a posting trot on the right
diagonal
Stop when even with A
and back approx. one
horse length
Walk away and follow
instructions of ring
steward

NPHA 2018 HORSEMANSHIP NOVICE YOUTH AND NOVICE AMATEUR

Be ready at A
1.
2.
3.
4.

Lope on left lead
Stop and back
Lope a fast circle to you right
Drop to trot and trot away
Follow instructions of ring
steward

HUNT SEAT EQUITATION NOVICE AMATEUR, NOVICE
YOUTH, JUNIOR YOUTH

Be ready at A
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

Walk two horse lengths
from A
Sitting trot to B
At B, trot a circle to the
right on left diagonal
Continue trot to C
Stop at C and perform a
270 degree turn on the
hindquarters to the left
Canter on right lead to
and around D
When even with B,
begin a posting trot on
the right diagonal
Stop when even with A
and back approx. one
horse length
Walk away and follow
instructions of ring
steward

NPHA TRAIL LED YEARLING AND 2YO LED
1. Walk over poles
thru box
2. Jog thru box into
chute
3. Back L
4. Jog out of L and
over poles
5. Jog around cones to
gate
6. Work gate left hand
7. Walk over poles and
bridge to finish

NPHA 2018 ALL RANCH RIDING CLASSES
1.
2.
3.

Walk
Jog
Extend jog, at top of arena,
stop
4. 360 degree turn to the left
5. Left lead ½ circle, lope to the
centre
6. Change leads (simple or
flying)
7. Right lead ½ circle
8. Extend lope up the long side
of arena (right lead)
9. Collect back to a lope around
the top of the arena and back
to centre
10. Break down to an extended
jog
11. Walk over poles
12. Stop and back

ALL WESTERN RIDING CLASSES

1.
2.

Walk, transition to jog, jog over log
Transition to the lope on the right
lead
3. First line change
4. Second line change
5. Third line change
6. Fourth line change
7. First crossing change
8. Second crossing change
9. Third crossing change
10. Lope over log
11. Lope, stop and back

NPHA RWD HORSEMANSHIP

Be ready at A
1.Jog past second marker,
stop.
2. Perform a 1 ¾ turn to the
left
3. Immediately after the turn,
jog half way to marker C
4. Walk to C and stop
5. Back one horse length
When dismissed follow
instructions of ring steward
Jog
Walk

---------……………

Back

RWD TRAIL
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Walk over poles thru box
Jog thru box into chute
Back L
Jog out of L and over poles
Jog around cones to gate
Walk thru open gate
Walk over poles and bridge
to finish

NPHA 2018 RWD SHOWMANSHIP
Be ready at A

1. Jog to Judge
2. Stop. Set up for
presentation
3. When excused turn 90
degree to the right
4. Walk till level with D and
stop
5. Back up four steps
When dismissed follow
instructions of ring steward

RWD HUNT SEAT EQUITATION

Be ready at A
1. Walk 2 horse lengths from A
2. Trot to B and continue to trot a
circle to the right on left
diagonal
3. Continue trot to C
4. Stop and back approx.. one
horse length
5. Perform a 90 degree turn to
the right
When dismissed follow
instructions of ring steward

NPHA SHOWMANSHIP YOUTH 13 & UNDER AND YOUTH 14 TO 18 YEARS

Be ready at A
1. Begin at marker A and trot
to Judge
2. Stop and set up for
inspection
3. When excused back to C
4. Trot to D, 360 degree turn
to right and walk out
Follow instructions of ring
steward

NPHA NOVICE YOUTH SHOWMANSHIP

Be ready at A
1. Begin at marker A and trot to
Judge
2. Stop and set up for inspection
3. When excused perform a 1 ¼
turn to right and walk away
Follow instructions of ring
steward

NPHA AMATEUR SHOWMANSHIP
Be ready at A
1. Trot from A around B to
Judge
2. Stop and set up for
inspection
3. When dismissed perform a
¾ turn
4. Back approx.. two horse
lengths
5. Perform 1 and ¼ turns
6. Exit at a walk
When dismissed follow
instructions of ring
steward

NPHA NOVICE AMATEUR AND SELECT AMATEUR SHOWMANSHIP
Be ready at A
1. Trot from A around B to
Judge
2. Stop and set up for
inspection
3. When dismissed perform a
¾ turn
4. Back approx.. two horse
lengths
5. Perform a quarter (¼) turn
6. Exit at a walk
When dismissed follow
instructions of ring
steward

NPHA TRAIL 2 YR OLD, 3YR OLD AND JUNIOR YOUTH
1.Jog thru triangle as
shown
2.Jog poles then lope
poles right lead
3.Jog cones in serpentine
4.Lope left lead into chute
5.Back chute
6.Walk over bridge and
pole, jog over pole to gate
7.Work gate
8.Jog to and into box, turn
360 degree to right, walk
to finish

TRAIL OPEN STAKES

1.Walk into box, turn 360 left,
jog out
2.Work Gate
3.Jog pole then walk over pole
and bridge
4.Lope left lead over poles as
shown into chute
5.Bacl L
6.Jog to and around cones
7.Jog over pole then thru
triangle as shown to the finish

NPHA 2018 TRAIL – AMATEUR JUNIOR, AMATEUR SENIOR AND SELECT AMATEUR
1. Walk over pole into box
and turn 360 degree to the
right
2. Walk out of box, lope on
right lead into chute
3. Back the L
4. Jog out of L and over poles
5. Lope on right lead over
poles
6. Perform a simple lead
change and lope over poles
on left lead
7. Jog around cones and over
poles to gate
8. Work gate with left hand
9. Walk over poles and bridge
to finish

SENIOR HORSE, JUNIOR HORSE AND SENIOR YOUTH
1.Walk into box, 360 degree
turn to right, jog out
2.Work gate
3.Jog pole, then walk over pole
and bridge
4.Lope right lead over poles to
cone
5.Jog serpentine, lope left lead
into chute
6.Back L turn 90 degree left
7.Lope left lead over poles
8.Jog thru triangle as shown to
finish

NPHA TRAIL NOVICE AMATEUR
1. Walk over pole into
box, 360 right, walk out
2. Jog thru box into chute
3. Back L
4. Jog out of L then over
poles
5. Lope right lead over
poles around cone and
then jog over poles
6. Jog thru cones and over
poles
7. Work gate
8. Walk over poles and
bridge to finish

TRAIL NOVICE YOUTH

1. Walk over poles into
box and turn 360
degrees to the right
2. Walk out of box, jog
thru box and into chute
3. Back the L
4. Jog out of L and over
poles
5. Continue jog to gate
6. Work gate
7. Walk over bridge and
poles to finish

